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Preface 

At the reconmendation of the 9th Session of the ESCAP Coamittee on 
Industry, Human Settlements and Technology held in Bangkok from 10 to 16 
September 1985, UBIDO's Sectoral Studies Branch and the ESCAP/UNIDO Division 
of Industry, Human Settlements and Technology organized a Technical Working 
Group (TWG) on production and use of machine tools in the engineering industry 
of ESCAP developing countries (UC/RAS/86/020). The TWG, which was held in 
Singapore, 17 to 21 November 1986, and was hosted by TECHNONET ASIA, was a 
direct follow-up of the URIDO/ESCAP project on "Review and Appraisal ~f 
Industrial Progress at the Regional Level". 

The participants in the TWG formulated concrete conclusions and 
reconmendations at regional and national levels which are included in the 
final report of the meeting issued by the Sectoral Studies Branch as Sectoral 
Working Paper Series Ro. 55 (URIDO/PPD.17). Specific joir.t work with UNIDO 
was also suggested, inter alia, the organization of a workshop on CAD/CAM 
systems for Asian developfng countries in the fonn of information, training, 
personnel, hardware and software. To folluw-up this reconnendation, URIDO 
jointly vith ESCAP and TECHRORET ASIA, organized a Workshop on CAD/CAM Systems 
for Small and Medium Scale Engineering Industries in selected ESCAP developing 
countries (XP/RAS/88/005). 

The present document contains the proceedings of the workshop, which was 
held in Singaf-ore from 9 to 20 May 1988. 
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I. ORGANIZATION OF THE WORKSHOP 

I.I Introduction 

The Workshop on CAD/CAM Systems for Small and Medium Scale Engineering 
Industries in Selected ESCAP Developing Countries, was convened at Singapore 
from 9 to 20 May 1988. It was attended by national experts from Bangladesh, 
People's Republic of China, Republic of Korea, India, IndoPesia, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lank.a and Thailand. National experts of URIDO 
capital goods project of Colombia (DP/COL/87/023) and Venezuela 
{DP/VEN/86/001) also attended the Workshop. International experts from 
Belgium and the United States, and a resource person from Singapore acted as 
consultants to URIDO in the Workshop. As observers and special guests, the 
following institutions also attended the Workshop and made availabI~ their 
facilities for training purposes: Brown Boveri Government Training Centre, 
German-Singapore Institute, National University of Singapore, Singapore 
Polytechnic and Microfits and Methods Pte Ltd. 

As a non-governmental organization of the Asian region, TECHNONET ASIA 
hosted the Workshop and provided the necessary secretarial support and 
assistance. The list of participants is attached as annex I. 

At the recommendation of the 9th Session of the ESCAP Conmittee on 
Industry, Human Settlements and Technology held in Bangkok from 10 to 
16 S~ptember 1985, URIDO's Sectoral Studies Branch and the ESCAP/URIDO 
Division of Industry, Human Settlements and Technology organized a Technical 
Working Group (TWG) or. Production and Use of Machine Tools in the Engineering 
Industry of ESCAP Developing Countries (UC/RAS/86/020). The IWG, which was 
held in Sillfapore from 17 to 21 November 1986 and was hosted by TECHNONET 
ASIA, was a direct follow-up of the URIDO/ESCAP project on "Review and 
Appraisal of Industrial Progress at the Regional Level". 

The participants in the TWG formulated concrete conclusions and 
recoanendations at regional and national levels which are included in the 
final report of the meeting issued as URIDO document PPD.17 (Sectoral Studies 
Series No.55). Specific joint work for URIDO and ESCAP was also suggested, 
inter alia, the organization of a workshop on CAD/CAM Systems for Asian 
developing countries. 

1.2 Opening session 

Dr. Leon V. Chico, Executive Director, TECHNONET ASIA, welcomed the 
participants, resource persons and observers who attended the Workshop. He 
appreciated the URIDO and ESCAP officials for their continued interest in 
collaborating with TECHRONET ASIA in SME development programmes. He briefly 
described on TECHNO?fET's long time involvement in technical assistances 
programmes over this region, especially in its 11 member countries (ESCAP 
region). He emphasized the needs for technology development of SMEs to make 
it more competitive and maintain sustained growth. UNIDO/ESCAP Workshop on 
CAD/CAM System for SME Engineering Industries is very timely and any further 
assistance extended towards this end will be of great help for the developing 
countries. He advised the participants to take advantage of their active 
participation in this Workshop. He wished the success of this Workshop and 
hoped that the participants would be able to fonnulete specific progranne~ on 
CAD/CAM system development involving their respective institution. 
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The representative of thP. Industrial Planning Branch, Department of 
Industrial Operations of URIDO addressed the participants on behalf of UNIDO 
and ESCAP. He expressed the appreciation of URIDO and ESCAP to TECHNONET ASIA 
for hosting this ~eeting, and the other Singaporean institutions for having 
111ade available their facilities for practical training on th~ir premises. 

As an organization co1mitted to promote and accelerate industrial 
development in developing countries, the representative of UBIDO expressed 
that URIDO is keenly interestP.d in industrial ~utomation and technological 
innovation in the capital goods sector, which is of strategic importance to 
developing countries. This Workshop has been designed, therefore, to 
faailiarize participants from Asian developing countries with the ~echnologies 
associated with CAD/CAM systems and more specifically to identify their 
technical assistance needs in this area. 

1.3 Election of officers 

The participants elected Mr. R. Ragendran, Director, IDf'J.' International, 
Bangalore, India, as Chairman and General Co-ordina~or of the Workshop. 

1.4 Agenda and progr•!'Pe 

The participants adopted the programme of the Workshop as attached in 
annex II. 

1.5 Documents 

The list of documents distributed in the Workshop is attached as 
annex III. 

1.6 Adoption of the report 

The report of the Workshop was adopted by the participants to the 
Workshop on 20 May 1988. 
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2. DEVELOPMENTS OF THE WORKSHOP 

2.1 Presentation of issues 

The decade of the 80s presents a considerable challenge to the industry 
of developing co\Dltries especially in the fora of increased coap~tition froa 
home and abroad, inflation, soaring cost of labour, and increased S4terial and 
plant machinery cost. Many enterprises in the newly industrializing countries 
have met these challenges by employing ce>11puter-aided technologies which 
resulted in increased productivity. In the industrialized countries the 
application of computer systeas in the engineering industries is widesrread 
both for design and manufacture of coaponents. 

With the advent of the new technology associated with CAD/CAM, the 
performance of the saall and aediua engineering industries in 11any developing 
co\Dltries (especially newly industrializing countries) has been remarkably 
enhanced since the early 1980s. In the developing countries, saall- and 
mediua-scale enterprises (SMEs) have bece>11e aware of their technological 
deficiencies in turning out cOllpetitive products with respect to product 
design, cost and delivery dates. 

The traditional advantage of cheaper labour in the developing countries 
has greatly lost its significance in face of the greater flexibility of modern 
production systema using computer-aided facilities.l/ This new technology 
directly contributes to significant cost reduction and faster production in 
all types of engineering industries. SME• in developing countries now are 
realizing the necessity of upgrading their production techniques by employing 
better production •ethods. This will reQuire the blending of new technologies 
with the exf~ting set-up in order to improve efficiency and reduce production 
cost. Thus, entrepreneurs will have to face the question: What new 
approaches should the engineering industries adopt? 

Apart froa the basic requireaents for operating an efficient engineering 
industry through proper aan-11achine-11aterlala balance, the application of 
computer-aided facilities in the design and aanufacturing line can also 
tremendously booPt the production capability. Although this would require a 
sizeable initial investment, it would be offset within a relatively short time 
as compared with investment in traditional production hardware. 

The ter .. CAD/CAii are applied in thr~e different but interrelated 
contexta.21 

(a) Computer-aided desiRD CCAD) 

A CAD syatea i• a system which incorporate• one or more computers for 
carrying out SOiie of the calculations and actions involved in the design 
process (CECIMO Working Party on Standardization). 

l/ See UWIDO, Capital goods industry in developing countries: a second 
world wide study, Sectoral Studies Series lo. 15, Volume I, URIDO/IS.530, 
1985; and UWIDO, Final Report of tile URIDO/ESCAP Technical Working Group on 
Production and Use of Machine Tools In the Engineering Industry of ISCAP 
Developina Countries, Singapore, 17-1.1 lovember 1986, Sectoral Working Paper 
Series lo. 55, PPD.17, 1986. 

ZI See Econ011ic COllllaaion for Europe, Recent Trend~ in Flexible 
Manufacturin&, Geneva, Kev York, 1986, p.18. C!CIMO ia the European Co11111ittee 
for Co-operation of the Machine Tool• Industries. 
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(b) CoFDuter-aided manufacturing (CAM) 

A CAM systea is a system which incorporates on~ or more computers for 
~arrying out sc-ae of the tasks involved in the organization, scheduling and 
control of the operations involved in the manufacture of the product. Where 
aachining is involved, a CAR system will usually involve CNC machine tools and 
aeans for produciu, part progr&111Des for them and it may also involve a central 
c911Puter for scheduling, planning and control of the operation of the system. 
It aay involve a Direct 8U111erical Control (DBC) system using either the 
central coaputer or a separate coaputer control of stores, orders, etc. 
(CECill> Working Party on Standardization). 

(c) CAD/CAR svstea 

A CAD/CAM systea is a system in which computers are used to carry out 
some of the tasks involved in designing and aanufacturing a product. In 
particular, computers are often used to produce part prograanes for the CNC 
aachines in the systea directly frOll the design data (CECIJllO Working Party on 
Standardization). 

The main objective of the UBIDO/ESCAP/TECBBONET ASIA Workshop on CAD/CAM 
Systems for Saall- and Medium-scale Enterprises in the Engineering Industries 
in ESCAP Developing Countries, was to provide a forum for consideration of the 
specific problems faced by the engineering industry in the introduction of new 
information technologies by means of CAD and CAM systems. 

The Workshop enabled a number of experts from selected Asian developing 
Co\Dltries to improve their knowledge of: 

(a) Design creativity through the use of computer graphics and better 
design development through optimization and scientific analysis; 

(b) Possibilities for improved production performance and reduction of 
scrap materials through the minimization of fabrication error; 

(c) Possibilities of improving the quality of parts and manufacturing 
productivity through nlmlerical control and automated testing as well as 
through rationalized production planning; 

(d) The needs for CAD/CAM in the engineering industries of the 
participating countries concerned, and technical assistance possibilities from 
UBIDO. 

The Workshop was divided into five modules: 

ftodule 1 (2 days: 9-10 May) 

This provided the participants with an appreciation of CAD/CAM 
technologies and their integration into the production environment. Major 
topics covered were CAD/CAM terminologies, applications, benefits, potentials, 
aysteas available for installations, selection and evaluation, justification 
of systea installation and training of personnel. 
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Mcdule 2 (3 days: 11-13 May) 

This provided the participants with a basic experience in the application 
of CAD/CAM systems for design and drawing of mechanical parts and tools. 
Topics included hardware briefing, familiarization with the CCllllands, graphics 
generation and information management. 

Module 3 (2 days: 16 and 18 May) 

This was a practical orientation prograaae on the use of CAD/CAM systems 
for integration into production machines (RC/CRC). Demonstrations were made 
on the machine point to point r~uting, machine tool paths and files processing. 

Module 4 (1 day: 19 May, factory visits) 

This progranne brought the participants to actual users' premises in the 
engineering industries. They appreciated the general cap~~ility of CAD/CAM 
applications in the manufacturing process and assessed their versatility in 
product design and production. 

Module 5 (1 day: 20 May) 

Submission and approval of the final report of the Workshop. 

The issues under discussion were presented to the participants 
considering the following syllabus: 

Module 1: Prof. Erik L.J. Bohez (9 and 10 May 1988) 

(1) Introduction to CAD/CAM (2 hours) 

- Historic development of CAD/CAM; 
Impact of CAD/CAM technology on developing countries; 

- World trend of CAD/CAM applications. 

(2) Detailed hardware configuration (3 hours) 

- Standalone and host-based systems; 
Small, medium and large systems; 
Input devices; 

- Output devices; 
Display techniques. 

(3) Software available to the different industrial sectors (3 hours) 

- Electronics: PCB (VLSI, IC, circuit simulation, etc.; 
- Mechanical: geometric modelling, mechanism modelling, NC, etc.; 

Civil: finite element analysis, steel and concrete detailing, 
structure analysis, etc.; 
Chemical: piping design, plant design, process simulation, etc.; 

- Architecture: mapping, surveying, building design, etc. 
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(4) Benefits of CAD/CAM systems (2 hours) 

- Intangible benefits; 
- Tangible benefits; 
- tconomic analysis and return on investment. 

Module 2: P.rof. Andrew Bee (11, 12 and 13 May 1988) 

(1) Selection and evaluation of CAD/CAM sy·items (2 hours) 

- Micros, minis and mainframe based workstations; 
- Selection criteria and procedures. 

(2) Installation of CAD/CAii (1 hour) 

- Physical requir...nts; 
- Time frame. 

(3) Advanced topics on CAD/CAM (6 hours) 

- Solid modelling; 
- Robotic applications; 
- Computer-aided process planning; 
- Computer-integrated manufacturing. 

(4) CAD/CAM software development (6 hour) 

- Parametric techniques; 
- Case studies on meta! stamping 

material utilization 
jigs and fixtures design 
sheet metal development 
process planning. 

(5) Hands on practice using HP MElO mechanical drafting and design 
software at IUS CAE/CAD/CAM Centre (4 hours) 

- Hardware briefing; 
- Familiarization with coanands; 
- Construction of an engineering drawing. 

Module 3: Mr. Stephen H. Liang (16 and 18 May 1988) 

(1) Overview of CAD to CAM to NC process (1 hour) 

- CAD requirements: 
- Graphics display 
- Comp~ter 

Input device 
- Plotter 
- Software: 

- 2D CAD 
- 3D CAD 
- Surfaces 
- Solids 
- Finite element analysis 

IGES. 
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- Machine tool vith servo controllers 
- Types of RC machines: 

- Milling 
- Drilling 

Boring 
- Turning (lathe) 
- Grinding 

Saving 
- Electrodynamic machining (EDM) 
- Pressvorking 
- Welding 

Inspection (OM) 
- Tube be:iding 
- Flame cutting 
- P_asma arc cutting 
- Laser beaa processes 

- Graphics machining 
- Post processors 
- Tape punch/magnetic media/co111Dunications. 

- Advan~ages of CAD/CAM vs RC/CRC/DRC only: 
- Long process to generate RC tape 
- High possibility of error 
- Requires vrll trained progranner 
- Ro visual verification 
- Easy to change existing progrannes 

Reduction in prograJ1111ing time 
- Ro redundant entry of geometry data. 

- When to use CAD/CAM: 
- Well equipped vith RC/CNC/DRC equipment 
- When production is of job shop or batch type: 

- Low to medium quantity production 
Customized products that are altered often 

- Good exaiaple is the tool and die industry 
- Short lead times are critical to securing orders 
- When your customer base uses CAD to design 
- Contoured surfaces are required by customers 

Skilled machinests are difficult to get or are very expensive. 

(2) RC/CRC/DNC 

RC (1 hour): 
- Definition 
- History 
- Basic components: 

- RC progra11111es 
Controller - MCU (machine control unit) 

- Machine tool. 
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- BC prograaning (3 hours}: 
- Breakdown of typical BC cOl9ands 
- Brealtdowr1 of example progr-e 

Prograane generation methods: 
- Manual input 
- Computer assisted 
- CAD/CAM with graphics. 

- Post-processing to machine foraat (1 hour}: 
- APT language: 

- What is it? 
- Role as standard 
- Other standards/options 

- Machine language: 
- Difference from APT 
- Place in CAM system 
- Typical connands. 

- Download to BC/CBC machine (1/2 hour}: 
- RC tape: 

- Tape p1Dlch 
- Tape reader 
- Tape format 

- Diskettes 
- DNC. 

- Computer numeric control (1/2 hour}: 
- Definition 
- Advantages over BC. 

- Distributed numerical control (1/2 hour}: 
- Definition 
- Advantages 
- Communication methods 
- Error checking 
- Betworking standards. 

- Adaptive control (1/2 hour}: 
Definition 
Advantages 

- Sensors. 

(3} Graphic machining (3 hours}: 

- Milling (2-5 axis}: 
- Pocketing 
- Profiling 
- Point to point 
- Roughing 

Contouring. 

- Lathe 
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Sheet metal operations: 
- Flat pattern generation 

- Automatic lDlfolding of part into flat pattern. This 
assumes that certain information was entered by the 
designer or the manufacturing engineer 

- This COllpensates for bend angle, bend radius, material 
properties and sheet thickness 

Resting of parts: 
- Maximize material usage 
- Optimize tool path 
Punch press progranne generation: 
- Laser, water jet, flame and plasma cut path generation 
- RC controlled plDlch presses: 

- Support of varied punch tools: 
Round 
Rectangular 
Rounded rectangle 
Corner 
Special user defined shapes 

- Nibbling of patterns: 
- Linear stepping 

Circular and spline stepping 
- Area removal: round and rectangular 
- Notching 

Repositioning of material 
- Warns of overloading conditions based on press tonnage and 

specific operation. 

- Government role in promoting CAD/CAM: 
- Basic requirements: 

- Human 
Financial 
Support structure 

Possible actions to promote and guide CAD/CAM usage 
- Look at what Singapore is doing. 

Demostration (1/2 day): 
- Design of a part - hands on 

Graphic part machining - hands on 
Graphic machining on a complex surface - demonstration 
RC tape punching - demonstration 
Download - demonstration 

- Machining of complex part - demonstration 

The URIDO Reference Guide to CAD/CAM systems for use in the capital goods 
industry of developing countries furnished to the participants aa main 
background, also contains the materials and papers provided by the above 
mentioned international experts to the Workshop. 
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2.2 S""'!•rv of oresentationsl/ 

2.2.1 Overview of CAD/CNI 

CAD/CNI aeans Coaputer Aided Design (CAD) and Coaputer Aided 
Jtanufacturing (CAii). Basically, it describes a set of tools built arolDld a 
digital coaputer to enhance the perforaance of cei-tain design and production 
flDlctiona. That set of tools include both software and hardware. 

In the past, design and aanufacturing have been seen as two distinct 
f1Dlctiona. The designer would be in his world and create the design. Then 
the designer would put it down on paper in the fora of a mechanical drawing. 
The drawing would then be given to aanufacturing to build. 

With the advent of CAD, the step of the draftsman was first made 
easier. Siailar to what the word processor has done for the secretary, the 
CAD system had given the saae type of capability to the draftsman. There was 
no longer the need for drafting tables and erasers. Engineering changes 
becaae auch easier as the draftsman did not have to re-draw the design from 
scratch. That CAD is today referred to as Computer Aided Drafting Systeaa. 

In todays work environaent, CAD (Computer Aided Design) encompasses 
tools to help the designer, not just the draftsman. These tools assist the 
disigner visualize his design better. They also assist hi• in analysing the 
relative strengths and weaknesses of his design. The analysis tools provide 
the designer with information on stress-strain analysis, dynamic response of 
mechaniSllS and heat transfer. 

As the CAD system evolved, the information stored in the computer 
contained a complete description of the product to be built. Computer aided 
manufacturing systems began to become available to take advantage of this new 
sources of design information. Before, the manufacturer would look at the 
drawings and then create all the process information necessary to manufacture 
the parts. This was done manually as the drawings had to be read by a skilled 
manufacturing engineer. CAD/CAM assists the manufacturing engineering to 
generate the process information that used to be done by hand. 

CAM systems utilize the data placed into the CAD data base by the 
deaigner. The manufacturing engineer uses de CAD data base as a starting 
point for generating the progr ... es used by his machine tools. This saves the 
manufacturing engineer from a very time consuming and tedious task of 
recreating the design from a paper drawing. The manufacturing engineer will 
graphically machine the CAD part. By it ~ · •eant that he will define the 
cutter paths on screen using the CAD geom: ·y as a guideline. On the screen 
he will te able to see how the tool will be moved over the part. Changes to 
the tool path can be done easily on screen. 

After he creates all the cutting actions necessary on the screen, the 
engineer can then add information such as feed rate, tool speeds, etc. to the 
cutter path. This information is then post processed into a machine language 
format which is understood by the machine tool that is to do the work. Each 
vendor of machine tools are likely to have their own progr&1Ding language. 
Thus there will need to be a post-processor software for each type of machine 
tool. 

l/ This section is based on a paper prepared by Mr. Stephen Liang as 
consultant to UlfIDO. 
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The progr ... ea are then loaded onto the RC aachines and teated. Loading 
the programmes into the aachinea can be perforaed in one of three ways: by 
paper tape, by diskette or via a comaunicationa wire. Testa are usually run 
on a vood block or other practice aaterial. Any changes to be aade are done 
at the graphical level, or for easy changes, it can be done at the ~rogr ... e 
level. 

Thia is the f1Dldaaental idea behind CAD/CAM. Various industries and 
coapanies using different levels of CAD/CAM technology. In industrialized 
countries, almost all shops have soae RC aachinery and a good percentage 
utilize CAD/CAM. In the newly industrialized nations (RICS) aost shops are 
equipped with RC equipaent, but have yet tu iaplement any CAD/CAM technology. 
The exception to this are the 1111ltinational corporations in the RIC's. SO!Se 
aedillll sized local industries have started to invest in CAD/CAM recently. In 
the leaser developed co\Dltriea, aost aaall and aediua enterprises do not have 
RC technology and certainly no CAD/CAM. 

(a) Review of CAD 

The basic requirements of a CAD system are aa follows: coaputer, 
graphics display, input device, plotter and CAD software. In addition, CAE 
software, hardcopy 1Dlits, alphanuaeric terainala, printers and c0111aU11ication 
networks can be options to the systea. 

COllputers can range frOll microcOllputers to workstations to minicomputers 
to mainframes. What computer is used, depends on the CAD/CAM software used, 
and the amo1Dlt of work to be done. 

Graphic displays range froa monochrOlle monitors to 19" diagonal, 1024 by 
1024 pixel intelligent terminals. The choice of displays depends on the 
complexity of the design, the COllputer used and the CAD software. 

Input devices are the aeana for conveying the design information from 
the designer to the computer. Input devices usually consist of an 
alphanumeric keyboard along with &Gile pointing devices. The pointing devices 
include: mice, tablets, digitizers, th1m1b wheels, joysticks and light pens. 
The choice of which device to use depends on the preferences of the designer 
and the software. 

Plotters come in 2 basic types: pen and electrostatic. Pen plotters 
use mechanical drives to move a pen over the paper. Electrostatic plotters 
use an electronic imaging process, similar to copiers, to transfer the image 
t~ paper. The choice of plotters depends on the complexity of work and the 
amount of plots necessary. Generally speaking, pen plotters are much less 
expensive than electrostatic plotters, but much slower. 

CAD software is used to enter the design into a computer database. This 
database is the fo•Jlldation of any CAD/CAM system. The CAD software can 
represent the design by using: 2-dimensions, 3-dimension wireframes, 
surfaces, or solids. The choice of how the design is represented greatly 
affects how it is handled in manufacturing. 

In today's environment, the most preferred mode for representing design 
is 3-dimenaional with surfaces defined. In the future, we expect that solids 
will dominate. However much will depend on both hardware and software 
developments. 
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(b) Review of CNS 

The aost critical requirement for application of CAM is the presence of 
lfC aachines in the factory. BC .. chines are .. chines that can read 
inforaation froa a aedia (tape, diakette, disk, network) and perfona a set of 
tasks without human intervention. These aachines typically have a controller 
which direct the .. chines activities. There are nU11erous types of BC 
aachinery: ailling, turning, drilling, boring, grinding, saving, 
electrodynallic aachining (Elll), pressvorking, welding, inspection, tube 
bending, flaae cutting, laser cutting, pla ... are cutting, water jet cutttng, 
coaponent insertion and photoplotters. These are the aore common BC machines, 
there are a8J17 other types of BC machines. In soae cases, some of these 
aachines are coabined into one aachine and referred to as a aachining center. 

BC aachines require a part progr ... ea to operate. The part progr ... e 
contains information on hov fast the aachinea aovea, which way to aove, how 
auch to aove, etc. These programaes vere generated ·l.y hand, a very tedious 
task. Moreover, only aillple progr-es could be gen~~ated. Complex shapes 
could not be handled, except by aoat skilled of progr ... ers. In the case of 
contoured surfaces, •~ch as an airplane win, they could not be handled at all. 

To further use the coaputer in assisting manufacturing, part progra1De 
generation was made easier through the developaent of an BC prograJ111ing 
language called APT. APT, or automatically progr ... ed tools, language 
provided an English like interface for part progr ... ing. This meant an easi~r 
and faster aethod of generating BC part programaes. APT was developed at MIT 
in the 1950's. Its .. in focus vas to develop a aean to prograane countered 
parts, but it is widely used today to handle all types of parts. There are 
several other part progr ... ing languages available today. 

Part programaing languages, such as APT, made BC programing easier, but 
it is still required a lot of progr ... ing tiae. The advent of graphics in a 
computing environaent provided an easier aeana for entering the tooling design 
and generating the subsequent part progr ... e. The progra11m1er could use CAD 
capabilities to enter the tooling design and then use the graphics to generate 
the cutter paths. The progra1mer could verify the cutter path on screen and 
make adjustments as necessary. Information about machine feeds, speeds, and 
other parameters could be added at the same time. This meant a much easier 
progranning job. 

At present, for small and medium tooling shops, the design information 
must be entered into their CAD system as read from drawings. For the large 
companies which encompass design and manufacturing, the designer give the CAD 
design to the manufacturing group. The manufacturing group uses the design 
and adds tooling information, thus eliminatlr.g the redundant task of entering 
the design again (saves paper too). The manufacturing people can then 
graphically machine the part, process the data, and generate the BC part 
programe. 

The part progr ... e ls then either punched on paper tape, loaded on 
diskette, or communicated by wire to the machine tool. The media used depends 
on the type of controller used on the machine. Material ls then clamped on 
the .. chine, the machine ls positioned to a home, and the progruae started. 
Usually a test ls nm to determine that the programe ls correct. Errors are 
corrected. For minor errors, the BC progr ... e is corrected directly. For 
more serious errors, the graphic machining la reviewed to determine and 
correct the source of the error. 
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In aany companies, the easy of going froa design to finished part has 
dramatically reduced the new product cycle. CAR plays two roles in this. It 
allovs the designer to quicltly see vhat he has designed, thus changes can be 
iapleaented rapidly. Secondly, the manufacturer has reduced his total work 
load a~ he does not have to spend as auch tiae preparing process data. 

2.2.2 Overview of nuaerical control 

(a) Introduction 

Rumerical control, or IC, is a technology which involves controlling a 
-chine through a series of codes. The codes are given to the aachine in the 
sequence that they are to be perforaed. The -chine reads each code and 
perforas the action that the code specifies. All the codes put together 
instruct the -chine to carry out a particular task. 

As an example, one can look at the application of IC to a ailling 
-chine. The machine would read the code and then perfora a series of 
actions. Such actions would include starting the ailling head rotating, 
turning on the coolant, aoving the head relative to the work piece, adjusting 
the spindle speed, and adjusting the feed rate. After coapleting the series 
of coamands, the ailling machine will have coapleted the cutting of the part. 

(b) IC machine tools: The MCU 

A RC machine tool consists of 2 basic parts: the -chine tool itself 
and a machine control unit (llCU). The llCU reads the part progr ... e and 
directs the machine tood to take the actions requested. The typical llCU 
consists of the following eleaenta: paper tape reader, data buffer, signal 
output channels to the aachine tool, feedback channels froa the machine tool 
and sequence controls to coordinate the actions of the llCU. In alaost all 
modern RC machines, a microcomputer is used as the controller unit. 

The tape reader is the eye of the MCU. It is through the tape reader 
that the programme in passed to the MCU. In most machines installed today, 
paper tape is used aa the method for conveying the progr ... e to the MCU. The 
paper tape is a long strip of paper, or mylar, which has holes punched in it. 
These holes punched in the tape are 8 code. The standard RC tape is usually 
25 .. wide with 8 tracks, or chann~la. Each channel la a location along the 
width of the tape vhich a hole can be punched. The standard tape can have a 
maxillUll of 8 holes along its width. Depending on vhich hole of the 8 are 
punched, letters of the English alphabet can be decoded. The decoding is 
baaed on the ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Exchange) Code. 
The llCU reads one row at a time •nd inputs the information into its data 
buffer. 

The data buffer acts as a temporary storage of a block of the 
progrAlllDe. Each block conaista of several character, enough to describe one 
action the machine is to take. The block is stored in the buffer, one 
character at a time until all the blocks are in the buffer. Then the machine 
acts on the coamand represented by this block of the progranne. 

To act on the c011Dand, the MCU sends out signals to the output 
channels. These signals go to servomotors, relays, solenoids and other 
control mechanisms in the machine tool. Feedback from the machine tool la 
sent to the MCU through the input signal channels. Thia la to make certain 
that the coamanda have been executed properly. Feedback includes the position 
of the work piece relative to the tool, cnolant flow, tool speed, etc. 
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The sequence controller has the job of aanaging all these activities. 
It initiates the reading of the tape, captures the data in the buffer, sends 
out the signals, aonitors the feedbaclt, and gets the next c<>1mand fr011 the 
tape. In addition to this control function, aost MCU's have a separate 
control panel to allow for hQA811 interfacing and control. The sequence 
controller aonitors this control panel to see if the operator has some special 
requests, and it also posts inforaation to the control panel so that the 
operator is kept aware of critical aachtne paraaeters. The control panel 11ay 
also pr011Pt the h1111811 operator to take soae actions such as changing tools or 
loading and unloading the aachine. 

(c) IC aachine tools: the aachine 

IC aachine tools differ from conventional tools in that servOllOtors are 
used to position and aova the 110rk piece relative to the tool, and that aany 
switches are replaced b~ soleaoids and relays. The aachine ts also fitted 
vtth aany electranic sensing 41evices to deteratne position, s~eed, fluid flov, 
etc. Depending on the specific aachines features, other sensing devices 11ay 
also be employed. 

On convention1l aachtne tools, the operator controls the actions of the 
aachine and his senses are the feedbaclt that deterainf!s his next step. For 
the BC aachtne, the sensors infora the controller when the requested action ts 
coaplete or if an error has occurred. If the action has coapleted correctly, 
then the next bloclt of data ta read in and perforaed. If an error occurs, 
then the type of error i~ sent to the controller. Depending on the error 
type, different actions are taken. 

(d) IC progn•iu procedure 

The process for creating the KC part progr ... e consists of 4 steps: 

- Process planning 
- Part progr ... ing 
- Tape preparation 
- Progr...e verification 

These are standard steps taken by aoat shops toda7. Tape preparation 
vill eventually be phased out as the uae of paper tape ta not very reliable 
nor convenient. 

(e) Process planning 

Process planning ta the first and aoat critical step of preparing the 
progr ... ea. The concept of process planning ts to evaluate the part to be 
aade and then deteratnlng what aanufacturing steps are required to produce the 
part. Thia either requires one very skilled and experienced person who la 
faaillar vith all the aanufacturlng processes available, or a team of people 
who collectively are able to represent all the process types. From this 
evaluation, should come a routing sheet which lists in order the work to be 
done, by which aachlne or process, and any special features to be aware of. 

One COllllOD aethod used is to make a standard routing sheet which list 
all the processes. Then they can be assigned an order nmaber to control the 
sequence. 
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(f) Part progr•pping 

Part progr&JIRi~~ needs to be dGne for each operation that involves the 
use of a KC aachin~ tool. For each aachine, the following eteps llUSt be 
perforaed: estiaate how the work piece will look like when it enters this 
step in the process, detenaine how the part is to be held during .. chining, 
deteraine the coordinate systea to be used, deteraine the parts location on 
the aachine relative to SOile aachine zero, enter the actions that the machine 
tool is to carry out. 

Workholding is necessary to hold the work piece during machining. To 
design the workholder, the shape of the part entering 111Ust be known to some 
degree. An ideal workholder would have the attributes listed: 

- Hold the work piece so that it cannot llOVe or rotate 
- Support the work piece so that the part will not deflect, distort o~ 

be daaaged by the machining 
- Provide accurate, reliable positioning of the work piece 
- Be simple to operate 
- Kot interfer~ with the oreration or 11<>veaent of the machine tool 
- Be designed to penait a nUllber of aachining operations to be carried 

out in a ntlllber of planes as one setting. This is especially true of 
modern machining centers 

- Provide for easy cleaning and removal of svarf, preferably without 
human assistance 

- Be safe to operate, especially when some pneumatic, hydraulic, 
magnetic or electrical actuation is involved 

Of course, all these features cannot be met usually, but they serve aG 
good guidelines for workholder design. For the part prograamer, the 
workholder will affect the progruime in several ways. The progruimer 111Ust 
plan his progra1De t~ avoid the workholder during cutting and during 
traverse. He must base the coordinate system for all the positioning relative 
to where the workholder holds the work piece. The progr ... e may need to be in 
several segments if the part has to be moved to reach certain areas of the 
part. 

Coordinate system: Once the part is place on the machining surface, 
then it vill be necessary for the progr ... er to locate a coordinate system to 
do his progr41Bing. The choice of the coordinate system is based on: 

- Ease of locating the origin 
- Relation to the machine zero 
- Ease of defining the part geometry from the origin in terms of x and 

y coordinates 

It will be necessary to position the machine tool so that it recognizes 
the location of the origin. All the prograamed steps will be in referr.nce to 
this origin. That means that the origin auat be some easy tG identify feature 
in the vork piece, a pre-drilled hole or a corner. In the process plan, the 
progr ... er needs to remember that the first process must present a clear 
reference point that all subsequent operations can refer to. Thia to maintain 
alignment between operations. 
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After selection of the coordinate syste11 and its origin, the progr1.1mer 
is ready to aove the tool against the work piece. The progr ... er will need to 
deteraine what type of aachine he is progr ... ing. For certain aachines, the 
aach"ne is capable of defining its origin through operator inputs. This aeans 
that the operator can aove the tool to a position which was chosen as the 
origin. This aaltes progr ... ing easi~r as there is no need to calculate 
offsets. In part progr ... ing, there are three aethods for entry of tool path 
data: 

- ltanual 
- Autoaatic BC progr ... ing language 
- CAD/CAii aethods 

In aanual progr ... ing, the progr ... er will use a sheet of paper to log 
down each move that he deteraines the aachlne should make. In this type of 
progr ... lng, the operator aust calculate all offsets by hand. Be aust have a 
strong background in geoaetry and trigonoaetry as he has to calculate the path 
of the rool around the periphery of the part. The code depends on the type of 
.. chine controller used. The codes froa one .. chine to another will be 
siailar, but not identical. The cOlmUlllds are given to the MCU 1 line at a 
time. The .. chine will perform that line of code, and then retrieve the 
next. By properly progr ... ing the lines of code, the progranner can produce 
the desired result. 

Manual progra1ming is a very tedious task and can only be used for 
simple parts. For more complex parts, the likelihood of mistakes becomes 
great and the progra1ming time so long that it makes manual progr .... ing 
unprofitable. In the case of contoured surfaces, the task is impossible. To 
handle more complicated work, a prog~a1ming lar-t!uage call APT {Automatic 
ProgrA111aed Tools) langu3ge was developed. This language was written to 
address the BC part progr ... er's needs. The language presented in English 
like interface for the progr .... er. 

Automatic BC progr ... ing: In APT, the progranmer first describes the 
part in teras of points, lines, arcs, planes, etc. After the part geometry is 
done, then the progr ... er can describe the tool motions in relation to the 
part geometry. The progr81Der needs to do no calculation.~ of the exact tool 
locations as the computer will automatically calculate the exact tcol pat~ 
based on the tool diameter. This saves the progr&lllller from doing a lot of 
calculations and eliminates much of the mistakes. It also makes possible the 
progr ... ing of much more complex parts. 

The drawbacks to APT prograt1aing are its computing re1uirements and the 
fact that most MCU's are not able to use the APT data directly. To use APT, 
the progranmer must have a poet processor that converts the APT statements 
into machine readable code. The machine readahle code is what manual 
progr ... ing uses. That means that a software progranner must write a post 
processor for each type of machine language that you require to operate the RC 
machinery in the shop. The good news i• that APT is such a popular language 
that post processors for most machine tools are readily available in the 
market place. 

The second problem with APT has been that it runs only on large costly 
computers. This is of courae changing and should be available on p~rsonal 
computers in a couple years time. In the US, to get around this problem, many 
c.ompanies have developed a busineas of selling APT programing time to machine 
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ahopa. Thie apreaua the capital lnveataent coat• of ~ expensive ce>11puter 
over a large nlmber of companiea. Another path that aa11e user have taken la 
to develop their ovn APT like language. These languaaea vere written. for aore 
specific taaka or ... 11er c097utera so that the .. chine ahop could afford to 
ovn. their ovn ce>11putlng resources. 

(g) Taoe pmacbinc 

After the part progr ... e la created and in the foraat acceptable to the 
RCU, the progr ... e i• placed on a paper tape. Thia la to transfer the program 
from the progr ... tng atation to the 1'C aachlne tool. The 1'C tape baa been. a 
fixture in the industry for aany years, but it has many drawbacks which vill 
lead to its eventual extinction. The following la a list of some of its 
deficiencies: 

- The tapes are la~ge and bullty, especially for large progr ... es 
- The tapes are easily daaaged during handling 
- Programae loading tiae la alov 
- Correcting or editing the tape la difficult 
- Storage of the tapes la apace consuming 

However they are the predoalnant aethod used by RC aachinea today. This 
trend ls changing towards the use of floppy dia~ettea as they are an easier 
format to handle and vo~k vith. Another meth.:.d for transferring data to the 
machine tool is the use of communications. Both of the aethoda are explained 
later. 

(h) Progr•gpe verification 

Progra1me verification is a vital step that auat not be skipped. It is 
vital to check and make sure that t~e progra1me la corrr.ct. The machine tool 
can be very dangerous if used improperly or progr ... ed incorrectly. To verify 
the progr81111le, the progr81111ler has various tools possible: 

Single step execution, cutting in air 
- Dry run, in air 
- Graphical simulation 
- Pen plot 
- First off inspection, test material 

Single step execution means to run one atep of the programme at a time 
and vatting to see the machine movement compl~te before the next block is 
allowed to be read. Kot all machine have this capability. Cutting in air 
aeana to not put any material on the machine au that there is not chance of 
accidents resulting from collision of tool and work piece. 

Dry run in air mean• to run th~ progranne automatically but with no part 
in place. This run is usually with the feed rate override facilities so that 
the feed rate from the prograame will not take control. Thia allows the 
programme to be rmi at a alow speed for visual inspection. Thia also give the 
machiniat a chance to atop the machine if he aeea any poaaibility of danger. 

There are preaently on the market aome package• which graphically 
aimulate the tooling progra1111e on the machine. Theae progra1111ea read in the 
part progra1111ea and aimulatea what the machine would do on acreen. Thia la 
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siallar to what CAD/CAii can do, but there ls a distinct difference; this type 
of pro1ra1111e emulates vhat the .. chine does, but is not able to generate the 
programae. Investaent in CAD/CAM will obsolete this type of verification • 

.Another verification aethod is a pen plot. The part progr ... e is fed 
into a computer which translates the aovements to a pen plotter. By looking 
at the lines that the progr ... e draws, the progr ... e is verified. This 
technique ls used where a 2 diaensional trace aaltes sense. Multi-axis 
progr..aes could not be verified using this method. 

The last verification aethod is always used, no matter vb.at other 
verifications are used in addition. This is the first piece to be cut by the 
progr ... e. In the verification, a part is actually cut using the progr ... e. 
Depending on the cost of the .. terials for the work piece, either the real 
aaterial is used or a cheaper substitute .. terial is used. For the tooling 
industry, a cheaper aaterial is always used as the tooling aaterial is quite 
expensive. The cheaper .. terial aust exhibit certain characteristics to be 
used: 

- Capable of being .. chined without tearing 
- Must be rigid enough not to defora under cutting forces 
- Must be tough enough to be handled 
- Should be tolerant of any heat generated frOll the machining 

Should not be abrasive to the machine tool 

Wood, polystyrene, wax, and synthetic plastics have been used as 
substitute material for first piece testing. When a substitute material is 
used, the feeds and speeds are not tested, so care must be exercised when 
doing the actual part. Measureaents should be made of the first piece to see 
if it aatches the rart specification. Any deviations should be adjusted fop. 
This is vb.y the c&.~ice of substitute material is a very important one. In 
cases vb.ere the actual part material is very expensive, a second pass made bE 
made on a harder material, such as aluminum. This is to allow for a more 
accurate verification of the part programme. 

After propEr verification, the programme should be put under revision 
control. This is vital as running the wrong programme on the shop floor can 
easily be done. Older copies of the programme should be returned to the 
progranming room for storage or disposal. It is a good idea to keep only one 
old copy on hand in case there is a need to revert to an older design. 
Machining with the wrong revision has been a bane to the RC industry as 
putting the wrong programme on can quickly reduce the work piece to scrap. 

(a) Computer numeric control 

Computer numeric control (CRC) differs from traditional NC in that the 
MCU is a microcomputer instead of an analogue controllsr. CBC provides 
several advantages over traditional RC: 

- Easily changed to adapt new feature& 
- MCU can be used to control different types of machine tool· 

Programme buffers can be larger 
- On-line storage of several part programmes 
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Storage of quality/status d:ta. 
Cheaper and simpler to design 

- Changing the progr ... ing language is easily iapleaented 

For these reasons, almost all new KC machinery are CKC in nature. 

(b) Distributed nU11erical control 

Distributed RC, or DRC, refers to a situation where there are several 
machine tools connected to a central coaputer. In this situation, each 
machine tool still has its MCU (probably of CKC type). The computer passes 
the part progranne to the MCU via a COllmUllications link. The link can be a 
RS232C wire, LAN, twisted pair, etc. The reason for the use of DRC is 2 fold: 

- Tb.ere is no need to transport material from the programning room to 
the shop floor 

- Good revision control 

This is especially useful vben a shop has many parts on the floor at 
once or the progr&11ming room is far from the shop floor. Thia is still a 
relatively new technology, so its use is liaited, but growing. Because in 
DRC, all the machines are linked to the computer, aanageaent has an easy time 
determining the exact status of the jobs. For this control reason alone, many 
companies have taken to DRC. 

Implementation of DRC will take time as aany machine tools are not 
equipped with the necessary technology to coaaunicate. To address this 
problem, there have been many devices designed to add on to existing machine 
tools to perform this function. In purchasing a new liachine tool, it would be 
wise to include colllllUllications as a requirement for future growth. 

2.2.4 Computer aided manufacturing 

What is normally referred to as Computer Aided Manufacturing, CAM, tends 
to be related to vhat is graphics machining. Actually, CAM encompasses a 
whole variety of activities, just as manufacturing does. In a more general 
sense, CAM really relates to the application of computi;ag technology to assist 
in the ma.~ufacturing processes. The computer has been employed in 
manufacturing in the following areas: materials, purchasing, accounts, 
quality, machine control, and of course, RC part progr ... e generation. For 
the time being, the discussion will restrict out to part progr ... ing and 
machine control. But it must be kept in mind that over the long run, to fully 
realize the benefits of computerization, a Computer Integrated Manufactu~ing 
(CIM) environment must evolve. That means al\ aspects of manufacturing should 
be computerized •nd that each function of the manufacturing plant should 
interlinked in terms of data. 

(a) Graphics machining 

After a part has been designed on a CAD system, all the information 
describing the part mathematically baa been input•ed into a computer 
database. Graphics machining starts from the point that the CAD design is 
finished. The key point here is that all the 61ta necessary to describe the 
part is already ~ntered in the computer. The pa~t proaraaner vill start off 
at the point that the designer left off. Ko time is wasted to describe the 
geometry again as in traditior.al RC progr ... ing methods. 
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Another advantage reaults if the designer has used surfaces or solids in 
his design. Using tradition paper drawings, the progr ... er would have to 
guess what the designed intended. Often tiaes this aeant that the progr ... er 
would need to cut a aodel to show the designer. They would review the aodel 
to see if it ~•• what the designer intended. If it was not satisfactory, then 
the progr ... er would have to edit the progr&111ae. With surfaces and solids, 
the designer can define the shape of the product aore exactly, leaving less 
interpretation to the part progr ... er. This saves a tremendous &ao1Dlt of tine 
and aoney froa the traditional aodelling process. 

In the process of KC progr .... ing 1Dlder the influence of CAD/CAii, the 
part progr..aer will first go through the saae first step as he would with 
traditional KC progr ... ing. After a careful review of the part, he will 
determine the process for producing the part. The review can take pl&ce 
directly on the screen, or aore c011110nly with a plot of the design. Based on 
this review, the required operations are determined an the proper -chine 
tools are selected for each step. 

After determining the needs to be done, the progr ... er will sit down at 
a graphics worltstation to generate the tool paths. The part ~ill be called up 
on the screen, where it will be positioned just like the way it will be 
aounted on the aachine tool. The progr ... er can zooa in and rotate the part 
on the screen to take advantage of the graphics ability. Be can get a 
detailed understanding of the part and look for any possible trouble spots. 
Many CAD/CAii ayate11& offer three diaenaional displays of the part, so the 
progr .... er has a better picture of what needs to be machined than a plotted 
drawing affords. At this point, the pr~gr ... er can draw in any claapa or 
fixtures which would really be on the machine tool. On soae CAD/CAM systems, 
there will be libraries of fixtures and jigs that the progr ... er can quickly 
call ~P to ckeck for interferences. If the ayatea does not have this library, 
then the user can create his own. Thia is only necessary if the claapa might 
get in the way of the -chine tool. 

After positioning the part, the progr ... er then can call upon a library 
of tools that he has previously created or he can create a new tool for use in 
this situation. Generally speaking, it la to the advantage of the company to 
create a set of tools which reflect what the company normally has on stock. 
Thia has the advantage of reducing inventory and avoiding unnecessary delays 
due to the non-availability of a particular tool. Thia library of tools is 
actually a library of tool deacriptiona that the CAM software requires to do 
its work. Information such as tool aize, tool number, tool type, gauge 
length, and tool shape would be in the description. 

With the selected tool, the progra1Der can then start the process of 
generating the cutting path. Thia la where the graphics ability of CAD/CAM 
really pays off. At thia point, it will be neceaaary to differentiate between 
the various processes in manufacturing the part. Milling, turning and sheet 
aetal wo~k eaeh have their own specific requirements that demands differe:ices 
in CAM software. Graphic• milling is the moat complex, but moat recognized of 
CAii. 

(b) Graphics milling 

Milling can be looked at as several ro~•ible aub-operationa: 
point-to-point, straight cut, profiling and pocketing. Point-to-point refers 
to operationa where the tool ia brought to a particular ~oaition, or point, 
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and then the action requir?Cl ia perforaed. A good example of this ia drilling 
where the tool ia positioned first, then it la lowered to do the actual work. 
In point-to-point cutting, no cutting ia done until the work piece has COile to 
rest. For programaing this type of work, the progr ... er specifies where to 
drill and then lets the software take over and attend to all the holes. The 
graphics vill display the path of the tools so that any interference proble11a 
can be deterained. Optiaizing the path has been a classic problea for all 
COllpUter progra1aera. Th re is no easy way to find the answer using existing 
ca11puter technology, so the c011puter will aake a best guess at what the 
optiaal path should be. The progr ... er can look at the result and then adjust 
the path as he sees best. Tool changes are handled automatically by the 
software. 

In straight cut machining, the tool is brought against the work piece to 
aake straight line cuts. This is very li1tited fora of machining, but it can 
be -de aore powerful when we consider the ability to tring together many of 
these straight cuts. If we consider a circle, then we can siaulate that 
circle by several straight lines. The more lines the better the 
approxiaation. If the tolerances are rather loose, then the utraight cut 
-chine can handle the work. Soae polishing after ailling can saooth out the 
edges. The problea with this approach for finer tolerance is the size of the 
prograa required to do even one circle. Each cut requires a set of 
coordinates for the -chine tool, and a saooth circle aay require hundreds of 
very short straight cuts. For the progranner, he siaply tells the CAM system 
which lines to follow. The computer will then depict the tool path on the 
screen for verification. 

Profile cutting is a function bullt in to aost CAD/CAR systellS to ease 
the progr ... er•a job. The progr ... er aerely needs to identify the geoaetry 
that he wishes to cut around. The computer calculates all offsets and 
autOllatically gen~ratea the tool path with the tool that the progr&J11Der has 
chosen. The progr ... er can verify and adjust the tool path. Displays usually 
show the center of the tool as it traver~es the path of the cut. At change of 
direction points, the system uPually display the tool in the form of a circle 
to help the progr ... er visualize the tool path. Depending on the CAR system, 
there aay also be a dynamic ability to display the tool in aotion and to 
display the tool as a cylinder instead of just a circle. 3D system vill allow 
the progranner to view the tool path and tool position from different angles. 
The depth of the cut and any possible interference can be determined. In 
certain CAD/CAR systems, the system is able to process the tool path data to 
represent hov the work piece will look like af ~er passing through this one 
aachining step. These visual tools help the prograaner from making mistakes 
in progrU1Ding. 

The ability to do profiling is a great time saving function. In a fev 
key strokes, the progr81111ler can do what could have taken a few days to do by 
hand. With CAD/CAR s~,tema that use surfaces or solids, the profiling 
software is able to generate tool paths to cut countoured surfaces. Thia 
would not be possible to do with manual programming. To use the contouring 
feature, the CAM software would interface to a multi-axis IC/CIC machine tool. 

Another co111Donly found feature in graphics milling is the pocketing 
routine. Pocketing refers to hollowing out the insides of a work piece. A 
good CAR system will require the prograaner to identify the edges of the 
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pocket and the botto~. Then the software will calculate the tool path 
necessary to hollow out the cavity. Depending on the software, it will 
generate either a zigzag pattern or a circular pattern. On some systems, this 
user is selectable. Another useful feature in the pocketing sofware is the 
handling of islands in the pocket. This means areas in the pocket that are 
not of the same depth as the pocket in general. 

The use of these routines can reduce the part programmer's time 
drastically. Verification of the tool path is improved as the tool path is 
visible on screen. The programmer can see the tool travel in: (1) high 
speed, (2) slow motion, (3) frozen or (4) stepped. These capabilities along 
with the use of color and magnification allows for easy and accurate 
verification of the programme. Display of the fixtures, jigs, tool and 
spindle helps to identify interferences. 

(c) Graphics lathe 

The graphic lathe software is similar to the milling software. It 
provides the same types of visual verification. Lather software should 
support turning, boring, threading, drilling and grooving. Usually routines 
are written to make threading, rough turning or boring, and grooving a simple 
question and answer session. For lather operations, 2D CAD systems are 
generally satisfactory due to the symmetrical nature of the work. 

(d) Sheet metal CAD/CAM 

For the sheet metal industry, the materials need to look flat befor~ 
they can begin their work. What this means is that a good look at all the 
sheet metal pieces reveal that they all result from bending a flat piece of 
material. In the CAD world, the deRigner designs the part in three 
dimensions. This means that he draws the sheet metal part as it would look 
after the bends are put in. 

Under normal operations, the manufacturer receives a plot silowing three 
views of what the part looks like already bent. The manufacturer then 
interprets the drawings and tries to determine what the original flat piece of 
sheet metal looked like prior to bending. This leads to misinterpretations 
and •istakes as some complex parts are very difficult to convert from bent 
shape to flat shape. To alleviate this problem, CAD/CAM has developed 
programs which unfold the three dimension, bent part into a two dimensional 
flat pattern. 

Depending on the system, the amount of input from the manufacturer will 
vary. In a good system, the designer is forced to put in some information at 
the beginning. This information deals with the location of bend lines and 
radii. If this information is put in by the designer, then the manufacturer 
can convert to the flat pattern at a push of the button. If the designer only 
draws the part, then the manufacturer must determine the bend lines of radii. 
Of courre, the designer knows better where the bends are and the appropriate 
radii so he should put in the data. But in reality, the designer ia rated 
usually by design time and does not make an effort to put in manufacturing 
information. 

For the manufacturer to convert the three dimensional part to two 
dimensional, he identifies the surface that remains fixed, then he must 
out the entities to be unfolded to the same plane aa the fixed surface. 
i• much more tedious and time consuming, but is is effective in getting 
job done. 

pick 
This 

the 
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auring the lDlfol~fng, the computer calculates for aater1al properties to 
detetMine strains that affect what the flat patte?a should look like. This 
aliovs f~r a mor~ acc~rate det.eIMinatien of the di~ensioiw of t4~ flat pattern 
than if the manufacturer calculated it b}· b.m.d. Il\ 1toae CAD/CAft syate11a, 
after the flat patt~rn is generated, the systea can e~tomaticall7 dillrellSion 
the flattened part. 

Once the f!.&t p11ttern has been d~temined, then the process used to 
create the pattern frOR a larger sheet of •~tal dependE ~n the .. ~.hines 
available end the quanr.ity to b£ buiit. Th~re are tvo b•si~ ~ypes of cutting 
methods for nheet aetal~ 

- Progreasive die 
- Profiling 

Fer a l8rge volumes of p~oducts, the use of progressive dies is 
generally more eccnMlical. In 11rogreesive die technology, tbere are a i;edea 
of diea each of which WUllte one cut and or bend. Thus to create a finished 
part, several dies are required. in aaking this type of die•, the application 
of gre.pbic 11illing is used. 

Where v~luaea are BM&llert materials coat higher, or lead times 
~ritical, profiling is the optiaai choice. In profiling, the fla~ patt~rn for 
the p~rt is plac~d on a larg~r sheet of stock material. More patterns are 
fitted on the she~t to au.lmh:e utiHzat!oL cf the stock aaterial. t'hia 
fitting, or nesting, la done automatically by the CAD system. In a good 
nes~ing program, several shape.a can be put en the sheet to make evEn gr~ater 
utilization of ~he met•l stock. 

After nesting, th~ vari~~s profiling tQols can be used to cut ~e 
metal. These tools are KC punr.h pr6•ses, BC flawte cutters, RC laser cutters, 
NC Yater· jet, and nc plasma CUt\.ers. The C/Jll software will generate the KC 
part programs to control these types of cuttP.rs. The &oftvare will optiai:e 
the path to minimtze t.he ~utt!ng length. Thia reduces euttlng ti~e, thus 
increaaing machine utility. Profiling has rece!ve much attention in CAD/CAPI 
development as its advantages match those of CAD/CAM's. 

(e) CMPJ interface 

Another application gaining popularity in CAD/CAM is the integretiGn ~f 
the Coordinate Measuring Machine with the CAD/CAM system. The benefits of 
this are far reaching, depending on the ability of the CMM used. In the 
simplest application, the Clll can be used to measure a model and create the 
CAD database. The BC programs can b~ generated from this database as 
described previously. This is an effective means of generating manufacturing 
data from an artists model. 

A second use is in the area of inspection. For manually controlled CPlt 
machines, the interface allows input of CPlt measurements into the CAD system 
for verification against the CAD design database. For automatic, BC 
controlled Cflll machines, the software can generate a BC program to control the 
QI! machine and aut011&tically inspect the part. Data from the Inspection is 
stored for review and statistical evaluation. 

With the Ct9I piece in place, CAD/CAM completes the phase froa design to 
manufacturing with qualtty. 
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(f) Otller applications of CAD/CAM 

Robotics: As robotics are gaining popularity, soae CAD/CAM software 
•~dora are producing aoftvare to progr ... e robots. These softwares are in 
their infancy, but the productivity gains seen in CAD/CAii for RC are already 
seen. These softwares allow the user to generate a robotic vorJtcell on the 
grap"bica screen. Then the user CID place one of several robots In the cell 
~ progrD its aotiona. The res'1ldng progr._ed aotions are seen 
graphically on screen for verification. Errors in the progr ... e are easily 
•~en and corrected. 

Bill o' aaterial generation: As a noraal part of alaost all CAD/CAii 
ayat4!1111 is ID ability to generate a bill of aaterials to be used in 
i:r.araufacturlng the part. Thia aeans both the material that coaprise the part 
aud the tools required to aachine the part. Bavi:ig the ability helps the 
~~~ufacturer in the job costing and traclting, a critical requireaent for 
PIOfitability. 

(g) Future directions in CAM 

the field la growing so rapidly that it is difficult to isolate areas 
where the field la not growing. In the baaic areas discussed here, the trend 
vill be to aut0111te the process even aore. This aeans that aoves will be aade 
to 8Gt0111te the process planning and workholding. The ailling, lathe, flat 
patteni software will be iaproved to require even less interaction froa the 
)tlart ~rogr ... er, or CAD/CAii user. 

With the growth of solids, CAM software CID be aade 11Uch more 
sophisticated. Thia la because there are leas aabiguitiea in the design 
process aa with wirefraae llOdels. Poclteta are easily defined in solids, but 
in wirefrDe, the user llUSt infora the coaputer vhat la a pocket. The next 
phase of CAD/CAM growth will result frOll the use of solids in design. But 
this will hinge on better software and computer hardware to handle the aore 
coaplex calculations required for solids work. 

Artificial intelligence (AI)aoftware techniques will eventually play a 
aajor part in CAii as aore of the machinists knowledge can be contained in 
software. Present aethoda in c011puting science9 cannot cope with the vast 
mounts of data and branches that a machinist brings together to make his 
decisions. But Al techniques are designed to handle these types of 
decisions. The key will be the ability of the AI progr ... er to extract the 
knowledge that the aachinist knows and put it down in software. It will only 
be a matter of tiae before this happens. 

2.2.5 Poat processing 

For all CAii aystema, it ia necessary to post process the path data into 
aachine readable forllftt. Thia la one of the most critical points to consider 
when evaluating CAD/CAii ayatema. The post proceHor are generally of two 
types: 1eneral and .. chine specific. Both have their advantages and 
diaadv1Dta1ea, and many ayatema offer both types to work with. 

The 1eneral poet ~roceaaor ia usually not a poet proL~aaor in itself, 
but a aiaplified method for g'!neratina apecific poet proce1aora. The general 
poet interact• with the part pro1ranner to fill out a lial that correlate• 
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-chine codes to 11e>ve11ents that the general post processor bas been progr ... ed 
to understand. An example is that different -chine have different codes for 
circular interpolation, thus the general post will pr011Pt the user for whet 
the code is for circular interpolation for the specific -chine that the 
progr ... er is interested in. This has the advantage that the part progr ... er 
does not need to know software progr ... ing to create new post processor. The 
disadvantage is that for the general post processor to handle all the 
different flDlctions on all aachines is not possible. Thus for the sake of 
convenience, certain specialized -chine functions aay not be accessible. 
Another area vhere general post processors have difficulty is in the area of 
specialized preprogr ... ed sequences that aay coae with the aachine. This has 
been overcOlle by certain CAD/CAii softwares by giving the general post the 
ability to accept additional routines froa the user. 

For aachine specific post processors, a software progr ... er will custoa 
write the post processor to be able to utilize all the flDlctions of all the 
aachine tool. The advantage is obvious in terms of perforaance, but it 
requires a lot of expertise to write one of these post. This aeans that it 
costs a great deal of tiae and money to have a specific post written. 

To properly evaluate vhich is better for the organization, an analysis 
llUSt be aade to deteraine how aany different types of aachine controllers are 
being used, and if any special routines are used frOll those controllers. It 
aay be that the general post is satisfactory for 80% to 90% of the aachinea, 
but one or two specific posts are required. For general posts, there are also 
variances between CAD/CAii syatma. The reason is that moat general post use a 
group machine languages as a starting point for development, so it tends to 
work well with these languages. 

Post processors have followed several trends in terms of the path frOll 
data base to part prograa. For SOiie systma, the post generates the part 
prograa directly froa the database. Other systems go to an interaediate step 
of creating an APT file. SOiie systems allow you to choose el ther aethod. The 
APT option is there for those companies vho have been using the APT technology 
and already have in house post processors to go frOll APT to machine language. 
Thia means that these houses need only one post to go froa database to APT, 
and they can use the system that they previously Ht up. Going to APT also 
allows using post processors frOll another coapany should you find that the 
post processor with your CAD/CAM system is no good. 

2.2.6 IC and CAM interface consideratl.2n§ 

In the process of selecting the proper CAD/CAM system for a 
manufacturing operation, a critical consideration will be how well the CAM 
software matches the KC equipment. Another criteria will be how suitable the 
software is to type of business the manufacturer is in. Of course, due 
consideration must be given to future growth. 

The first step la to evaluate the equipment in the workshop. The key 
points to consider are: type of machine, type of controller, progra1111ing 
language, n\lllber of tools, n111lber of axis (for milling and EDM aachinea), and 
special features. Special features include transfer systems, canned cycles, 
other exceptional abilities. Baaed on this type of review, the type of 
post-processors that will be needed can be identified. The relative strengths 
and weaknesses of each poat-·processor can also be judge. 
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The second consideration ls a survey of your business base. If the vork 
ls allloat all 2 and 1/2 axis, then buying a 5-axls capable CAM system vould be 
o•er spending. Breakdown the jobs that are done at the shop recently and then 
go back and see the history of the jobs that have been done. This vlll help 
to provide soae idea of where the future aight lead. To help fix growth 
paths, conversations vith upper manageaent and custoaers vlll help deteraine 
future requirements. 

After the probable future trends are established, then an analysis of 
probable new RC .. chine should be aade. If the purchase of a 5-axia aachining 
center in the future ls foreseen, one should consider a package that has post 
processors for controlling the 5-axis aachine and has the routines in CAM that 
can aaJte full use of the aachine. 

Soaetiaes, coapanies vlll aaJte the aistalte of ignoring some of their RC 
aachines as they think that the vay those aachines are used vill not require 
CAR. The aost c~n case of this is vith EDll aachine. Most tool shops think 
of Blll as a point to point operation and ignore the RC controller that the 
aanufacturer has provided. With CAii and an interface to these aachines, the 
shop vlll find that they provide an effective aachining tool that can also 
contour. It aay be that aaJting the EDll contour vill take up the fev jobs that 
require contoured surfaces, which aoat shops 2.5 axis machines cannot do. 
Thia can result in large savings for a shop. 

2.2.7 Initiating use of CAD/CAJll 

In starting the use of CAD/CAM in any country, there are three areas 
that llUSt be addressed: 

- Baun 
- Support structure 
- Econoaica 

All three are iaportant and necessary for the iaplementation of 
CAD/CAM. The first and aost critical is vhen there vill be a need to utilize 
CAD/CAM for the sake of being competitive. This is a very difficult question 
to answer as there are aany factors which affect this answer. The beat anaver 
auat lie in business trends and government policies/strategies. For a start, 
a look at the industries to see that level they are using KC technology vill 
determine the viability of CAD/CAM at this time. Surveys of these industries 
will teat if and vhen KC technology will be utilized on a large scale. 

B1ml&ll development is the single moat important factor in establishing 
CAD/CAM. The place to start aust first be in the educational institutions. 
It is important that CAD/CAM and computer technology be made available at the 
university and polytechnic level. This need not be sophisticated CAD/CAM 
systea costing large sUIUI of money. Simple personal computer level CAD 
systema can teach as auch about CAD/CAM as auch more expensive systems coating 
many times more. A fundamental failure in sOlle schools presently teaching 
CAD/CAM is the over concentration on CAD and lack of emphasis on CAM. To 
truly understand the benefit of CAD, CAM must also be understood. 
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For CAD/CAM to truly be effective, thue llU8t be an effective support 
structure available to provide service and training to CAD/CAM users. As 
CAD/CA.II is relatively nev to the region, there is usually a lack of good 
•upport once a system la sold. Thia lack of support is in hardware support, 
software support and training. Without this proper support, syate11a vill be 
used at only a fraction of their total abilities. With this is •ind, the 
purchaser of CAD/CAM aystea auat be carefully detail vb.at is expected of the 
vendor in the purchase contract. The stability of the vendor llUSt be weighed 
appropriately. 

On the governaent aide, the following activities aay help aotivate the 
iapleaentation of CAD/CAM: 

Tax incentives 
G.Lants to the first fev iapleaentationa 

- Advance the availability of training in schools 
- Provide post graduate training for industry 
- Provide a consulting service 
- Establish aoae CAD/CAM service bureaus 

Identify and rec0111aend aoae low coat ayateaa 
Establish the use of CAD/CAM in governaent and governaent related 
business 
Regulate CAD/CAM vendors so that they provide proper support, 
training and service. 

These are only aoae possibilities for sdvancing the use of CAD/CAN 
technology. The key la that given a lialted source of funds, a balance aust 
be struck between training assistance and illplementation assistance. 
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3. CORCLUSIOllS ARD IEC0191ERDATIOllS 

3.1 Conclusions 

The Workshop concluded that c911puter-aided design/c011puter-aided 
aanufacturing are beginning to have a significant impact in the enginee~ing 
industries of developing countries. lloreover, CAD/CAR is one area of 
technological change which is being introduced very fast at present, since it 
helps to iaprove the c911petitive position of saall- and aediua-scale 
enterprises (SME) through aore flexibility in product developaent. 

In fact, the developaent and diffusion of industrial autoaation 
technologies has started a nev industrial revolution, the iapact of which is 
already felt but which vill bec011e increasingly strong in the years to COiie. 
Because of the techno-econoaic linkages that exist in the vorld econoaic 
system, this vill have a profound effect on the industrialization process in 
all developing countries. 

The production process in the aanufacturing sector is strongly influenced 
by the rapid diffusion of highly sophisticated technologies aainly CAD and 
CAR. These technologies not only tend to save labour, but also provide other 
substantial benefits to firas iapleaenting thea. If this diffusion is faster 
in industrialized than in developing countries, then the existing 
technological gap vill widen, in which case, the 3Dticipated industrial share 
of developing countries in industrial production is likely to be even smaller 
than current perspectives suggest. 

Rapid advances in coaputers and aicroelectronics are the main driving 
forces in CAD/CAM. The cOllputer is a tool which is increasingly finding its 
application in both the production process and its planning. The challenge of 
the future will be to utilize cOllputer technology in the aanufacturing process 
from the llOllent of product conception, according to aarket information to its 
final delivery to the custOller. The success of this concept of industrial 
autoaation will depend, to a large extend, on the capability and reliability 
of the information systea which controls and supervises all processes. 

While mechanization has had the aia of making the aaterial processing 
systea self-contained, industrial autoaation makes it possible to achieve not 
only a self-contained but also an integrated information and material 
processing system. This is because originally the interest was focussed on 
the process of industrial automation at plant level. The new trends shifted 
the emphasis towards the domain of engineering, production planning and 
administrative control. 

In order to integrate computers into manufacturing process, new 
cOllponents are required. These components are related not only to the 
hardware, i.e. oriented integration of computers and machine tools but also to 
computer software, systems engineering, production and other organizational 
aspects, and include a true understanding of the manufacturing process which 
the system is supposed to support. 

The hardware component can be seen as: 

Progr ... ing logical controllers (PLC'a); 
Computer n\mlerically controllers (CRC'1); 
Computer robot controllers (CIC'a); 

--
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- Coaputers: 
- Ricrocoaputers and personal coaputers; 
- Rini, super-mini coaputers (process coaputers); 
- Mainfraaes; 

- Engineering workstations; 
- Data-collection and identification terminals; 
- C:>mDunication coaponents; 
- Test and quality control equipment. 

Considering now the systems software, at least the following ones are 
identified: 

CAE (Coaputer aided engineering) 
CAD (Computer aided design) 
CAR (Coaputer aided aanufacturing) 
CIR (Coaputer integrated llAD.Ufacturing) 
CAP (Coaputer aided planning) 
CAPP (Coaputer aided production planning) 
CAT (Coaputer aided testing) 
CAQ (Coaputer aided quality assurance) 
CAR (Computer aided robotics) 
CAA (Computer aided assembly) 

Froa the above, it was concluded that industrial automation results in a 
fundamental change in the production process froa machine work to progr ... ing 
and froa direct production to, inter alia, repair, maintenance and 
supervision, which requires highly qualified, specialized and flexible staff. 

The most important ~stulates arising froa the presentation of the 
experts can be formulated as follows: 

(a) A technical pre-requisite for successful implementation of CAD/CAR 
is the automation of the main stages of manufacturing process. Furthermore, 
it is necessary to undertake a critical revi~w of the product development 
process and the process technology applied. 

(b) CAD/CAR efficiency can only be achieved after an in-depth analysis 
of all existing data and of their functional relations, with a view to 
streaalining the network of information and reducing to a minimum the stock of 
necessary data to be stored in the central data bank. 

(c) CAD/CAR systems radically modify the activities linked with 
production planning. Rev professions are also created associated with 
activities related to software, administration and maintenance. 

The participants concluded that the incorporation of CAD/CAR in the 
production process in developing countries may be justified considering the 
following benefits: 

(a) Increased labour productivity in design and production planning as 
reflected by labour saving, increased labour productivity, increase in 
production plamiing capacity; 

(b) Coat reduction in technical production planning, reduced time taken 
in production planning; 
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(c) Cost reduction in manufacturing (emphasis on cutting of material 
costs), aaterial saving, reduction of waste; 

(d) Attainaent of return-on-investllent targets, increase of profits; 

(e) Reduction of periods of developaent and preparation for 
aanufacturing and of lead tiae. 

The participants to the Workshop, therefore, concluded that CAC/CAM 
aysteas have a large potential to be diffused quite rapidly in developing 
co1Dltries thanks to the very recent and very substantial decrease in cost 
related to the emergence of personal cOllputer-based CAD/CAM sy~tem.~. 
Developing C01Dltriea aay be able to use CAD/CAM for leap-frogging in the field 
of design since the CAD/CAM software embodies accumulated design and 
draughting experience. Such experience is currently a scarce resouce in most 
developing C01Dltries, which is indicated by their heavy reliance on foreign 
technical licences. 

The value and benefits of CAD/CAM are nov well recognized by the 
aetalworking and engineering industries which represent productivity 
iaprovESents of aore than 3:1 with faster and better quality design and more 
accurate drawings. The question for developing co\Dltries is to identify the 
system which is aost suitable for them. 

The participants also concluded that this Work~hop offered a practical 
way to faailiarize thea with the various applications of computer-aided 
facilities applicable to small- and medium-scale enterprises in the 
engineering industries. Particular emphasis vas given to the application of 
knowledge concerning known processes, methods, techniques, equipment, 
aodification and approaches to existing operations, affected by the transfer 
of technical inforaation and provision of industrial advisory services. 

3.2 ReCQIDendAtions 

Based on the presentation of issues, the presentation of the 
international experts and the above conslusiona, the participants recoaaended 
to Ul'1DO, ESCAP and TECBRORET: 

(1) To organize a second workshop on CAD/CAM systems for Asian developing 
C01Dltries in line with the methodology used in the present Workshop. The main 
objective of the second workshop should be the training of trainers, in such a 
way that further national workshops on the benefits and drawbacks on the 
introduction of CAD/CAM systems can be diffused in the countries, and most 
specially on software development for industrial automation. 

(2) To issue as aJfIDO document the Reference Guide on CAD/CAM, which vas 
jointly prepared with TECHROIET. The Reference Guide should be distributed to 
a wider apectrua of users at national level, including universities, research 
inatitutea, industrial associations and individuals interested in the topics 
on CAD/CAM. The special participants from Latin America reco1111ended, if 
possible, to make the translation of this document into Spanish. 

(3) Followina the recoaaendationa of the UlfIDO/UCIPIU Seminar o~ Machine Tools 
fn Selected Developina Countries, held in Milan (Italy) in Ocotober 1987, it 
was also rec01mended that URIDO continues the systematic analysis of the 
impact of industrial automation in the industrial sector of developing 
countries. The main objective should be to foster the development and growth 
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of industrial production in developing countries through an adequate and 
progr ... ed introduction of new information technologies. This requires the 
fol'llUlation of plannillf. and technology policies to create the necessary 
dOllestic capacities in t~e fora of human resources and managerial capabilities 
throuiJi, e.g. traiLing and demonstration and other technology centres as 
vantage poin~a for an industrial automation policy in the industrial sector. 

The above mentioned objective should lead to: 

(a) Set up a capacity in UBIDO to give direct technical assistance and 
specialized professional services to enterprises in developing countries, 
vhich decide to introduce automation technologies; 

(b) Provide decision-aalters in enterprises at different levels of the 
public and private sector vith the necessary information for a national 
automation policy through: 

(i) Knowledge of the technological requirements for upgrading the 
industrial production by means of improving the use of 
installed capacity and increased productivity; 

(ii) Knowledge of the impact of industrial automation on specific 
branches of the industrial sector vith particular emphasis on 
the implications for 11:anagement skills, t.raining of human 
resources and know-how requirements. 

(4) UBIDO in collaboration vith the Department of International Co-operation, 
State Co1mission of Machinery Industry of the People's Republic of China are 
organizing a study tour for participants frOll selected developing countries of 
Asia, Africa and Latin America. The study tour is a follow-up of the 
rec011mendations of workshop and seminars organized by URIDO. The main idea of 
the study tour in the People's Republic of China will be to visit machine 
tools producers in different cities of the country, and most specially to 
organize a high level seminar during tile forthcoming Machine Tool Exhibition, 
to be held in May 1989 in Shanghai. 

Taking the opportunity of the study tour in the People's Republic of 
China, the participants to the Workshop reco1mended to continue the study tour 
to other countries of the ESCAP region, as follows: The area of Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Thailand and India. 

The main objective of the continuation of the study tour to these 
countries is to visit on the spot, facilities and industries directly involved 
in the production of capital goods in general and machine tools in particular, 
with special relevance to the introduction of CAD/CAM in the production 
processes. 

(5) Technical assistance requirements on CAD/CAM in line with the main 
results of the Workshop were elaborated in details and submitted to URIDO for 
appropriate action (see annex IV). IT was strongly rec0111Lended to UNIDO to 
keep the participants informed on the outcome of the submission of these 
proposals, through the official channels. 

(~) Participants from Venezuela and Colombia, UNIDO's Capital Goods Projects, 
were keen to express their gratitude to URIDO, ESCAP and TECHNONET for having 
invited them to the Workshop. Very clear implications arise for Latin 
America's possibilities of gaining competitive edge in metalworking and other 
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118Jlufacturing industries, like plastics or electronics. For these reasons, it 
vas proposed to organize a study tour for selected ~ersonnel in industry-from 
Andean countries so that the potential advantages of CAE/CAD/CAM technologies 
can be perceived by those directly concerned with investment and modernization 
decisions. It vas further recoaaended that the study tour sh~uld be based in 
Singapore vhere several training, research and service schemes have been 
developed, in many cases on a co-operation basis vith industrialized 
countries' fil'llB and governaents and vhere the local government has been very 
actively involved in promoting these technologies. 
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Annex II 

UBIOO/ESCAP/TECllRORET Workshop on 
CAD/CAM Systems for Small and KediUll Scale Engineering 
Industries in Selected 111' ESCAP Developing Countries 

(Singapore. 9·-20 Kay 1988) 

PROGRAtME 

9 llay 1988. Monday 

8.30 

9.00 - 10.00 

10.00 - 17.00 

to nav 1988, Ind.u 

9.00- - 17.00 

Registration: Rose Room, York Hotel 

Opening of Workshop 

Welcome Remarks by 
Dr. Leon V. Chico 
Executive Director 
TECHBOJJET AS IA 

Opening rem.arks by 
Dr. Leonardo Pineda-Serna 
Industrial Development Officer 
Industrial Planning Branch 
United Rations Industrial Development 

Organization {URIOO) 

Introduction of resource persons 
Prof. Erik L.J. Bohez 
Mr. Stephen B. Liang 
Prof. Andrew Ree 

Introduction of participants an·i guests 

Module 1. will provide the particip11;its an 
appreciation of CAD/CAM cechnologies ana 
its integration into tlae productiOh 
environment. Major topics which will be 
cover~d are CAD/CAM terminologies, 
applications, benefits, potentials, 
evaluation, justification of system 
installation and training of personnel. 
{Prof. Erik L.J. Bohez, Asian Institute of 
Technology, Bangkok) 

Mod1Jle 1 as above 



11 Ray 1988, Wednesday 
12 Ray 1988, Thursday 
l3....}lay 1988. Friday 

9.00 - 17.00 

9.oo - i2.:ao 

16 May 1988, Monday 
18 May 1988. Wednesday 

9.00 - 17.00 

UMav 1988~ 

9.00 - 17.00 

20 May 1988. Fri day 

9.00 

12.00 
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!iodule J will provide the participants a 
basic experience in the application of 
\:AD/CAii systellS for design and drawing of 
aecha11ical parts and tools. Topics will 
include hardware briefing, faailiarization 
vith the coll!a&llds, graphics generation and 
information .aanagement. 
(Prof. Andre11 Ree, Associate P~ofessor/ 
Director, Rational Uni~ersity of Singapore) 

Field trip 

Module 3 will be a practical orientation 
prograane in the use of CAD/CAM systems 
for integration into production machines 
{RC/CBC}. Demonstrations will be m~de on 
the machine point to point routine ~achine 
tuol paths and files processing. 
(Mr. Stephen H. Liang, Data General, 
Singapore) 

ftodule 4 wil~ bring the participants to 
actual users• premises in the engineering 
industries. They will be able to 
a~preciate th6 general capability of 
CAD/CAM application in the manufacturing 
process and assess their versatility in 
product design and production. 
(Messrs. Bohez, Liang and Ree) 

~~ refers to the evaluation of the 
Workshop by the participants and the 
submission and a~proval of the final 
report of the meeting, including present 
state regarding the CAD/CAM systems in the 
ESCAP developing countries and the needs 
for technical assistance from URIDO. 

Closing seHion 
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UKIDO/ESCAP/TEClllORET Workshop on 
CAD/CAM Systf!llS for Saall and Rediua Scale Engineering 
Industries in Selected UK ESCAP Developing Countries 

(Singapore. 9-20 flay 1988) 
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Contact: Mr. Walter Siener, Director 

Pick up participants at York Hotel 

Singapore Polytechnic 
Zngineering Department 
Dover Road 
Singapore 0513 
Telephone: 775 1133 
Contact: Mr. Quah Kok Wah, Head 

Mechanical & Engineering 
Department 

Pick up participants at York Hotel 

Microfita and Methods Pte Ltd. 
Blk 996, 101-05/06 
Bendemeer Road 
Singapore 1233 
Telephone: 291 4357 
Contact: Mr. Goh Bun Hong 

Operations Manager 

German-Singapore Institute 
10 Science Centre Road 
Juron1 
Sin1apore 2260 
Telephone: 561 3866 
Contact: Mr. Dieter Haefner 

Head, CAD/CAM Department 
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•ma: III 

Bapdout• for participants 

1. Reference Guide to CAD/CAii Systell8 for Use in the Capital Goods Industry 
of DeTeloping Co1Dltries 

2. Production and Use of llachine Tools in the Engineering Industry of ESCAP 
DeTeloping Co1Dltries - Final Report of the UlllDO/ESCAP Technical Working 
Group, Sectoral Working Paper Series Bo. 55, PPD.17 

3. The llachine Tool Industry in the ASEAll legion: Options and Strategies 
(Rain Issues at Regional Level), Sectoral Working Paper Series Ro. 49, 
Voluae I, UlllDO/IS.634 

4. The llachlne Tool Industry in the ASEAll legion: Options and Strategies 
(Analysis by Co1Dltry), Sectoral Working Paper Series RO. 49, Voluae II, 
UlllDO/IS.634/Add.l 

5. Technological Requirements for the llachine Tool Industry in Developing 
Co1Dltriea, Sectoral Working Paper Series Bo. 51, 1JlllDO/IS.642 

6. Industrial Automation in the Production of Capital Goods - Issues for 
DeTeloping Countries, Sectoral Working Paper s~ries Ro. 61, PPD.44 

7. Selected Aspects of Microelectronics Technology and Applications: CustOll 
and Smi-Custoa Integrated Circuits, Technology Trends Series Ro. 1, 
1JlllDO/IS.63l 

a. Selected Aspects of Microelectronics Technology and Applications: 
JIUllerically Controlled llachine Tools, Technology Trends Series Ro. 2, 
1JlllDO/IS.632 

9. Technological PerspectiTes in the Machine Tool Industry and their 
Iaplications for DeTeloping Countries, DeTelopaent and Transfer of 
Technology Series Bo. 19 

+ Corrigendum 

10. Co1D1.try Papers - Bangladesh, Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Coloabia, India and People's Republic 
of China 
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